Feature: HDP motors

New opportunities
for machine builders
with high dynamic
performance motors

H

igh dynamic performance (HDP) induction motors offer an
exceptionally dynamic response and high power density.
Their reliability and longevity have made them popular in
applications such as plastic and rubber extrusion, injection
moulding, winders, lifting, test benches, and machine tools.
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The dual power-density benefit

There are two ways in which machine
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The first is retrofitting an existing machine with a stronger drop-in replacement motor. To make this possible, it’s crucial to match the frame size
of the current motor with the minimum additional engineering work. The
most significant value-added feature of HDP drop-in motors is their exceptional power density. Being more powerful will give machine builders
a strong new competitive edge, since they’ll boost machine performance.
The second option for OEMs, when designing a new machine type, is to
select a motor of a smaller frame size but with the same output. Floorspace constraints make machine compactness an increasingly important
differentiator for machine builders and their customers. Depending on the
machine’s category and type, the motor’s compactness can significantly
impact the compactness of the machine itself.
OEMs can design more compact machines by selecting a smaller-frame
motor with a high power density. Although smaller, HDP motors deliver the
same output as previous-generation motors that were bigger.

Added flexibility and customisation

Introducing DX5
Say Hello to DX5, our range of compact
multiaxis drive modules. DX5 can be
configured for up to 16 axes with power
ratings from 400W to 750W. Matched with our
MXL motors and controlled by our EtherCAT
range of Motion Coordinators, it offers a high
speed, high-precision machine solution.

Over and above the variable frame sizes, HDP motors offer an additional
design benefit with the high-speed and water-cooled alternatives. Therefore, it’s critical for OEMs to select a motor with the scalability and flexibility intrinsically built into its design.
For example, motor manufacturers like ABB can supply OEMs and end
users with programmable encoders to help them adapt to their changing
needs, without having to keep a set of encoders in stock.

Ease of installation

Installation friendliness is another critical consideration. For example,
machine builders can install a replacement HDP motor into an existing
machine within minutes without excessive engineering work. Installation
simplicity is a visible feature in nearly every design aspect of an HDP
motor – from installing accessories such as cooling fans, encoders and
brakes, to easily accessible connection points.
For example, ABB’s range of HDP induction
motors has adjustable key components for the
easy mounting of the terminal box, regardless
of machine-specific space constraints.
Finally, it’s vital that machine builders select motors that comply with the IEC 60034 standard to
make them suitable for use across the globe.
For more information on high dynamic performance motors, visit

https://bit.ly/3MOD1Dv.
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EVERYTHING YOU NEED...
NOTHING MORE.
Contact Trio to find out how our motion-first engineering
approach can deliver productivity to your machine.
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